Super joey integrator wiring diagram

Wiring Diagram Sample. A wiring diagram is a type of schematic which uses abstract pictorial
symbols showing each of the interconnections of components in a system. Wiring diagrams are
made up of two things: symbols that represent the constituents inside circuit, and lines that
represent the connections bewteen barefoot and shoes. Therefore, from wiring diagrams, you
realize the relative location of the ingredients and exactly how they are connected. A first look at
a circuit diagram could be confusing, but if read a subway map, you can read schematics. The
purpose is the identical: getting from point A to point B. Literally, a circuit may be the path
which allows electricity to flow. This guide will show you some of the common symbols that you
will be certain to see in your future electrical engineering career. Current: Current could be the
flow of electricity, or even more specifically, the flow of electrons. It is measured in Amperes
Amps , and will only flow each time a voltage supply is connected. Materials for example gold or
copper, are classified as conductors, because they easily allow flow of motion low resistance.
Plastic, wood, and air are samples of insulators, inhibiting the movement of electrons high
resistance. DC Direct Current. DC is really a continuous flow of current in one direction. DC can
flow not merely through conductors, but semi-conductors, insulators, or even a vacuum. AC
Alternating Current. In AC, the flow of current periodically alternates between two directions,
often forming a sine wave. The frequency of AC is measured in Hertz Hz , and it is typically 60
Hz for electricity in residential and business purposes. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest.
Facebook Tweet Pin. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of dish hopper joey wiring diagram. A
wiring diagram is a streamlined conventional pictorial depiction of an electrical circuit. It shows
the elements of the circuit as streamlined forms, and also the power as well as signal
connections in between the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives details about the relative
position and also arrangement of tools and terminals on the devices, to aid in building or
servicing the device. A pictorial layout would certainly reveal much more detail of the physical
look, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of a much more symbolic notation to stress
affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is often utilized to repair problems and
to make certain that all the connections have actually been made and also that whatever is
existing. Assortment of dish hopper joey wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and
then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a type of
schematic which makes use of abstract photographic signs to show all the interconnections of
elements in a system. Circuitry layouts are composed of two points: icons that stand for the
elements in the circuit, and also lines that stand for the links in between them. From circuitry
representations, you know the family member location of the elements as well as exactly how
they are connected. Circuitry diagrams mainly reveals the physical placement of parts and also
links in the developed circuit, yet not always in logic order. To review a wiring diagram, first you
need to know just what basic aspects are included in a wiring diagram, and also which pictorial
icons are utilized to represent them. The usual aspects in a wiring diagram are ground, power
supply, wire as well as connection, output gadgets, switches, resistors, reasoning gateway,
lights, etc. A line represents a cord. Wires are made use of to connect the components with
each other. All factors along the cable equal and also connected. Cables on some areas require
to cross each other, yet that does not necessarily imply that they attach. A black dot is utilized
to suggest the injunction of 2 lines. Key lines are stood for by L1, L2, and so forth. Usually
various shades are made use of to distinguish the cables. There ought to be a tale on the wiring
diagram to tell you what each shade implies. Typically circuits with greater than 2 components
have two basic types of links: collection and also parallel. A series circuit is a circuit in which
components are attached along a solitary course, so the existing flows through one part to
obtain to the following one. In a series circuit, voltages build up for all components attached in
the circuit, as well as currents coincide via all parts. In an identical circuit, each gadget is
directly attached to the power source, so each device gets the exact same voltage. The existing
in an identical circuit flows along each identical branch as well as re-combines when the
branches reunite. A great wiring diagram has to be technically correct and clear to check out.
Look after every information. As an example, the diagram ought to reveal the proper
instructions of the favorable and negative terminals of each element. Make use of the
appropriate symbols. Find out the significances of the standard circuit signs and choose the
proper ones to utilize. A few of the icons have actually close appearance. You have to be able to
discriminate before applying them. Attract linking cables as straight lines. Make use of a dot to
suggest line joint, or use line leaps to show cross lines that are not linked. Tag elements such
as resistors and capacitors with their values. Make sure the message placement looks clean.
Wiring Collection. Assortment of dish hopper joey wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined traditional photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the components
of the circuit as streamlined shapes, as well as the power as well as signal links in between the
gadgets. A wiring diagram generally offers details concerning the loved one setting and also

arrangement of devices and also terminals on the devices, to assist in structure or servicing the
device. A pictorial diagram would reveal more detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring
diagram utilizes an extra symbolic notation to stress interconnections over physical
appearance. A wiring diagram is typically used to troubleshoot troubles and to make sure that
all the links have been made which whatever exists. A wiring diagram is an easy aesthetic
depiction of the physical links and physical format of an electrical system or circuit. It
demonstrates how the electrical cables are interconnected and could also show where
components and parts might be linked to the system. Use electrical wiring diagrams to aid in
building or making the circuit or electronic tool. They are likewise helpful for making repair
services. DIY fanatics make use of circuitry representations yet they are also usual in residence
building as well as auto repair work. As an example, a home builder will certainly intend to
confirm the physical area of electric outlets and also lighting fixtures using a wiring diagram to
avoid costly errors as well as constructing code offenses. A schematic reveals the strategy as
well as function for an electrical circuit, but is not worried about the physical design of the
cords. Electrical wiring diagrams demonstrate how the wires are connected as well as where
they should found in the actual gadget, in addition to the physical links between all the
elements. Unlike a photographic diagram, a wiring diagram utilizes abstract or streamlined
shapes as well as lines to show elements. Photographic representations are often pictures with
labels or highly-detailed drawings of the physical elements. If a line touching an additional line
has a black dot, it suggests the lines are attached. Most signs made use of on a wiring diagram
look like abstract variations of the genuine items they represent. A switch will certainly be a
break in the line with a line at an angle to the wire, a lot like a light button you could turn on as
well as off. Facebook Tweet Pin. Forums Search forums. What's new Unread posts Latest posts
New profile posts. Members Current visitors Search profile posts. Log in. Search Everywhere
Threads This forum This thread. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Everywhere
Threads This forum This thread. Search Advancedâ€¦. Search forums. Install the app. Super
Joey wiring 1 Viewer. Sidebar Sidebar. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It
may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. Prev 1 2 3 Next. First Prev 2 of 3 Go to page. TechWriter SatelliteGuys Pro. Nov 8,
Terminating the client part of the solo node is an error based on reviewing previously released
wiring diagrams for home based systems. You need the client part of the node to run into the
integrator along with the 3rd line from the LNB. I'm very far from an expert here,but from what
I've read on this site AND from looking at the diagrams already released,this is crazy. Jan 4, 29,
24, Fairfax, VA. And thus would not work. Jul 21, 14, 2, Grovetown,GA. TechWriter said:. Mar 14,
15, 9, Eastern Iowa. Scherrman said:. This has been posted in another thread but to make it
more convenient here it is again. The one is a diagram I made myself. View attachment View
attachment Jul 2, 6, 97 Earth. Nov 25, 1, GA. Last edited: Mar 14, Dec 6, 14 Skaro. TheKrell said:.
Well that sucks. What did they save in the SJ power supply? The Super Joey is designed to
work only with the solo node and its power supply would fail if it were connected to a duo node.
Because of this the Super Joey power supply does not have nearly enough power to properly
power the duo node like a second Hopper would do. JM42 said:. The moca and sat frequencies
should all get to the right place, but the biggest issue is they want the integrator grounded to
the node, which means it should be close to the node. But I have to wonder if the assumption is
the node is being ised as the main ground. You can use a tap and a splitter. Here is what the
rule states on this: Only two components can be between any two Hopper Joey System
receivers Nodes, Integrators, and 75 Ohm Terminators do not count for this restriction Minimize
number of devices for installations. They say it multiple times in each minute training, so it is
stressed pretty heavily. Not grounding won't make everything burst into flames I know, should
use smilies more. But for instance, my dish is grounded with a grounding block just before the
feeds enter the house. The node is another 25 feet or so inside. Have to wonder if the extra
ground connection would be benefical at all, or if it's a "let's just have one way to do it"
mentality. Dishman SatelliteGuys Pro. Jul 31, 3, 90 California. But I have to wonder if the
assumption is the node is being used as the main ground. I knew this would be an interesting
thread The third TV wasn't getting used much so I returned one of the Hoppers. We really didn't
need the additional tuners. This means I have a Duo Node on the side of the house, and three
lines to the dish. Does the SJ come with an integrator? I can see this being an issue for anyone
who thinks they can replace a second Hopper with a SJ. Because you know that there is going
to be one brave,adventurous soul out there who is going to try. The third TV wasn't getting used
much so I returned one of the Hoppers Ah so! The duo node can be powered by a single
Hopper. I'm pretty sure you could get away with a SJ on the host port until the Hopper loses
power while the SJ does not. I'll bet a power-blocking filter would be all you need in the line to

hook the SJ on your second host port. Previous Next. Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. Similar
threads. Dish Replies 5 Views Hopper 3 with DPP44 switch diagram. Replies 12 Views 2K.
Wireless Joey problems - time to recable? Replies 1 Views Replies 2 Views DIY Hopper 3
upgrade from Hopper with sling. Replies 4 Views Users who are viewing this thread. Latest
posts. Song Name Game Part 3! The Chit Chat Club. OrbyTV website is back? Can somebody
confirm? Orby TV - Support Forum. What's for dinner? Yesterday at PM. What's Cooking? Share
this page Share this page Share. The Hopper 3 is a game changer. However, it requires different
equipment and networking than the Hopper 1 the original and Hopper 2 Hopper with Sling. How
many Hoppers can be networked together? Eight I think. Here is how I think they can be wired
together:. Eight Hoppers in a Single Network. Winegard Travler â€” the rooftop automatic dish
that does it all. Wireless Joey Networking. They also said that the Eastern Arc information was
incorrect and will be removed in a future version of the installation guide. Thank you Here is
what I have, and my problems. I have the VIPK receiver. How would I set up input so I can use
either sat dish. We have the Pay as you Go service and a receiver. When i called Dish to enquire
about the hopper, they said that we were unable to get it with our service. Do you know
anything about this? Has anybody successfully done that? Thanks for any input. Thanks for
taking the time to post these very helpful diagrams. Your information is invaluable to me as I
start to outfit our new motor home. Take a look at a Hopper with the new wireless Joeys â€” this
bypasses the whole RV wiring issue. However, they appear in eBay once in a while. What I love
about the Acutrac is that it shows the signal strength of all 3 sats simultaneously. Some people
are using the First Strike meter: First Strike. Yeah, I see the price diff. You can get them on ebay
for though. The other alternative was a birddog ultra until you brought up the FS meter, so it
was similar in price. I will read up on the FS, does it read all 3 sats at once? Tom, Thank you for
putting these very helpful documents together. Previously we had contacted Dish to have our
service address changed but they are now suggesting that we switch to eastern arc sats. I am
ok with that but not sure if the Do you know if it does or not? Many Thanks! As you know the
Winegard SK is an automatic roof antenna. The Your Sk is a Western Arc dish. This just means
that it can acquire DISH sats , , and These sats are readily accessible in the Western US. It can
pick up sats A We plan to eventually go full-time, we are about two years out from making that
leap. After reviewing the various four TV setups you provide, I have a couple of things I am
unclear on. What is preferred or required? If so could you direct me to it? It sounds like you
plan on rewiring your RV before you start full timing. While you could probably get by with the
existing coax in your MH, running new cable will give you more options. It will give you a lot of
options, like being able to use two or three Hoppers in your RV. With two VIPs you can connect
up to 4 TVs, each of which would have its own remote and independent programming. October
17, Reply Timothy Thanks for the reply and the advice. So my thought was that will be easy to
move from my home to the coach, I hope I am I correct. My thinking at this point is to put the
Hopper in the front cabinet and the Super Joey at the Midship TV, then run the bedroom and the
outside TV on the wireless. Is it difficult to run or replace cables within a coach? For example
could you pull the existing component cables and replace them with RG6, while pulling along an
Ethernet and or HDMI cable as well? Appreciate the helpâ€¦. I am about to buy a new MH, last
one I had was 30 years ago! I have Dish at home Hopper and a couple of Joeys. I believe the
coach I am considering most has 3 TV; bedroom, main cabin and outside. I can buy the devices
and my dealer said they would install them. My question is how do I deal with Dish on the
service needed? Work with a local sat installer, not DISH directly. I believe MoCA 2. I really wish
it was possible to have a huge flowchart where I could just follow it and answer questions. I
would like DISH network â€” based on a lot of reading. With all of the receivers, options, etc. I
have no idea where to begin. Any suggestions equipment, dishes, receivers, configuration you
could make would be immensely appreciated. Finally, who will install all this? Local DISH
installer? Your motorhome manufacturer? Thanks for your thorough answer. Our order date has
moved up to October this year When we bought our Tailgater holy cow that took several calls
before we got someone who knew what we were talking about. Just change your Billing
Address. As a full timer you should have some sort of mail forwarding address that you can
use. You may have to try a couple of them as they are also not nuts about RV installs. In fact,
the more YOU can do like wiring , the better. Regardless, use a local installer instead of going
direct to DISH. Lots of folks do this. Most of the time it works like a charm. Thanks so much for
your response, that is what were thinking but not sure of either. Thanks so much for your help! I
see the need for the integrator for the Super Joey but do not understand the need for the Tap I
need to know if I need to order the Tap. The Tap is in my diagram when one or more Joeys are
also installed. I have a very basic question.. I have several boxes from the house and would like
to take them with me for long weekends instead of buying X2ViP. I tired to do this over the
weekend and I was unable to get this accomplished I called dish and the rep alluded to the fact

that it could be done. Also need an external sat. People do it. External sat dish? Thanks â€”
again! I guess I missed that irv2 post. Great site! For our RV, we own a Tailgater and k. I see
your diagram for the Mixed system. Do you have any knowledge about the current state of
affairs regarding a mixed system? The guy said they could add the k to our account, for use in
the RV. Do you think an installer could follow the diagram and connect it on our new house
system? Or should I go through a reseller or some kind of independent installer? Not sure how
to find one, but if I have to do so, I will. Tom, Awesome site! Be that as it may, I have two VIP z
receivers. No problem, everything worked well. A month went by and the wife wants another
DVR in the bedroom. The bedroom DVR would recognize it, but would not stop and ask me to
format it. I tried the front DVR which had programs already recorded on it with the bedroom
receiver and I was able to call up the DVR menu, but no further. We have satellite dish one
receiver. I am trying to avoid getting another receiver for the back room. Not working. We would
like to have satellite in both areas without buying a second receiver if possible. T back TV is
only showing air TV no satellite. Could you help me with this? Thank you. Check your coax
wiring. The back TV will only be able to display a signal from the z OR your batwing antenna.
One update to this thread. What bird to I used to peak the sat signal? No instructions. Thanks
for the reply. That is right. He said peak on May have to play with elevation slightly to peak it,
but nothing else. Maybe this will be of some help to other folks. I hope so. I have a limited
budget but want to watch TV while recording other channels more than one on the living room
TV. I have been reading and researching for months and get very conflicting information and
none of it seems to be clear on the ability to watch one channel while recording on other
channel S. With a Winegard Pathway X2 and two, DISH receivers with an attached hard drive on
each , you can record a show on one while watching another show on the other Thank you for
your response. Could a manual And would we be able to record more than one show while
watching another? Tom, I set up my sk and the Hopper3 according to your directions, many
thanks for that, I have one problem. When I power the Winegard up it does its search but never
locks. It worked fine before I added the Hopper. Any ideas? It could be many things. Hope you
two are doing well. My question is. My coach is parked where I can not lock onto a signal. Your
instructions say to allow it to lock before I switch out the LNB, etc. However, can I remove
power to the Traveler while it is searching, install the new components and stow it? Will that
cause an issue? Thanks for all you do your site and information have provided us with a great
deal of viewing enjoyment, and saved me countless trips to a service center! We RVers who
move every few days have always connected cables and pointed dish ourselves. Explain,
please. Call a local sat installer and work with him. After the initial installation, you can move
the Hopper in and out of your RV at your leisure. I believe I was miss lead by both dish and
camping world sale people not knowing what they are selling, that I could watch two different
programs. Is there any way around this? First, some DISH technical info. DISH uses several sats
to broadcast its programming. One set of satellites is called the Western Arc and uses sats , ,
and Your Tailgater uses the Western Arc â€” and. Since DISH programming is dispersed among
these three sats, you can run into problems with two, different receivers. If one receiver is
watching a program from sat , and the second receiver tries watching a program on sat You
CAN watch different programs on each receiver as long as both programs are on the same
satellite. BTW, this is the reason many of us use open-faced portable tripods or the Winegard
Travler, because we can then watch any sat we want on any receiver. Works great. Ordered the
Switched every component except the dish between roof top and drag out. Everything works on
drag out but not on crank-up. Even ran feed from drag out and connected to feed from roof-top
LNBF to check all coax and solo hub. Worked great. Using just roof-top equipment, no signal.
Could it be wrong dish? Will this make that much difference? How can I identify correct dish?
Any suggestions? I will work how to adjust the skew later. Seems like I should be able to see
one satellite like What am I missing? Also, the skew must be set before you start aiming. Can I
install an access point and wireless joey in my RV? I see in the wireless joey diagram it says
only one access point per account. What does this mean? Hi Tom, I have been admiring your
expertise for several months but have been unable to emulate your success. Tuner 3 not
working, maybe not Tuner 2 either. No apparent signal from antenna port B when connected to
either port on Solo Node. Have used external direct coax from antenna to Solo Node to eliminate
possible coax problems. Wondering what I have missed and would appreciate your input,
thanks. It would help if you had a drawing of your install. I replaced my first Solo Node with
another, thinking it was bad and not knowing how to test it other than voltage check. Same
results: No Joey and no Tuner 3. So the problem would appear to be SK No problem with the
dish install. We are using the hopper sling but can only get a few stations to tune in. We have no
problems with the music stations but only a few of the regular stations tune in. Not sure what
we are doing wrong. We are planning to possibly install two joys. Any hints on what we might

be doing wrong to get the receiver to work. The dish is showing it is contacting satellite , and
Would appreciate any help you can give us. I went to the setup on the receiver but if I did it I do
not know can you tell me where on the menu I look for doing the check switch? I recently
completed my traveler upgrade for the hopper3. After I finished the upgrade I hooked the
traveler to my Dish receiver, it worked perfectly without the solo hub. I then had the dish tech
out to install my hopper3. It also ran great for two days. When we tried to reset it, it would
startup and after refreshing the screen would go black. The dish tech came that day and
replaced the hopper3 but took out my AB switch saying that was probably the problem. Have
you had any problems with your AB switch? I think it was just a bad hopper3 and would like to
put it back in. Do you have any input? Also, I was reluctant to store the traveler and then
reposition it before the Dish tech came out to install the hopper3. Yet you also have a VIP
receiver â€” how did you swing that? What did you do? We watched tv on the until the tech
came to install the hopper3 which was three days. No problems. The tech hooked up the
hopper3 with the AB switch and solo hub in the the line. We had a great signal from all three
sattilites and worked perfectly. After basically two days we could not get the hopper3 to work.
The tech came over with a new hopper3 and when he saw the AB splitter in the line he took it
out and ran the line right to the solo hub and the the new hopper3. He could check the signal on
the old hopper3 and saw that we still had a great signal from all three sattilites so he put in the
new one. And, after the long setup process it worked and works great. The tech told me to leave
the AB switch out of the line. Not a big problem as I can easily reach the connector to
disconnect for positioning the traveler. My question was, do you still use your AB switch in the
line and if so are you having any problems? I know I have port A connected right cause we have
a good signal. I just wanted you to know the hybrid LNBF will work with the without the solo
hub in the line. Tom, We have 2 z receivers with a winegard Pathways x2 antenna. In looking
through these documents, it looks like we can get the hopper system with a joey. Is that
correct? That is what we had at our house bedore we started fulltiming and it was so much
better. If that system is available, I will look theough the docs more closely and see if I can do it.
Thanks so much for all the great info you provide regarding satellite tv and parks. Thanks
Again, Larry Jenkins. It works great. Just using standard TV splitters and get a good signal of
all TVs. I run HD TVs on the both receivers. Problem is there is no coax output to run to the SD
tvs. Any suggestions. I almost upgraded to Direct TV, but have decided to stay with DISH a little
longer, as I think they have a better system, although more expensive for me after having my
system for nine years. Thanks for this site! It is great. They are also putting setting me up with
an external tripod-mounted dish antenna. I told him that everyone had told me that they had it
down to about five minutes to set it up. He recommended that, whenever I want to set it up, I call
a professional installer to do it. I installed the hopper3 per your instructions and schematics.
After he left I put it back in. Its been operating flawlessly ever since. No problems deploying the
dish. Really appreciate your instructions. I think probably 6 times. Hopefully you can help me or
point me in right direction. I have a Canyon Star. Previous owner had it set up with Direct TV to
a small domed sat on the roof. He had 2 receivers 1 for living area TV, 1 for bedroom TV. The
winegard sat on the roof is the type that can be switched from Direct to DISH by changing the
switches. Previous owner took his receivers but left everything else in tack. Can you tell me
what type receiver I should get to plug into this system so I could get pay as you go sat tv for
when traveling. It supports one dual or two single receivers. My experience with domes is very
limited. Finally got it out of them that I could buy it where ever and then just activate it through
Dish Outdoor. If you have dish in your house you can a receiver from there to use. If not you will
have to buy one. I bought an RV 2 years ago that has an In-motion satellite on the roof and a
Dish receiver in a cabinet next to the TV. I have no idea what I need to do to get these things
running. Can you give me an idea of what I need to do, or who I need to contact, or what
questions I need to ask in order to get the thing working, please? I have recently resolved the
winegard and hopper 3 issuesâ€¦ill do my best to help. It has worked perfectly from the first
time I powered everything up over 1 year ago. No one said I could do this. You proved everyone
wrong. Thank you! It is currently scheduled to have 4tvs, all dedicated to the same channel, with
each tv connected via one coax to a dish dvr in the bedroom. I want to do dish, pay as you go,
being able to access a different channel on each tv although I doubt I will use the external tv
much, if at all. He said, just as a precaution I should run a second coax cable from each tv back
to the bedroom. Does this setup sound right to you, any specifics I am missing? Can I do the
pay as you go option with this setup? Should I invest in a portable dish, in addition, when I am
camped out under trees, or do I lose my ability to access more than one channel at a Time? But,
seriously, a new RV with three Wallys? If so, just tell them that several folks I personally know
have been using a Hopper 3 with a Winegard Travler for months â€” and it works fine as long as
you use a DPH42 switch. Question 3: Yes, get a portable dish. If you opt for a Hopper 3, get a

Thank you Tom, I will take this schematic to my Winegard guy. If I understand correctly, the
three lines from the traveler to the hybrid switch would eliminate any need for a second coax
from DVD to each tv? If, in order to do pay as you go I wind up with 3 wallys, would the second
coax be helpful, or do they have wireless wallys? DVD to TV? No, Wallys need to be connected
to a sat dish via coax. Sorry Tom, I think I am all set. By the way, spoke to dish today, they said
that you can do pay as you go with any equipment, as long as you own the equipment. It
requires two traveler feeds from the rooftop on the Rv. I only find 1. Is the 2nd going to the
Bluetooth disc player? Not getting much help from dish techs for installation. Thanks, Wally.
The conversion can be done for a few hundred dollars. You may not need all three right away,
but you may later. Next, you can connect your Hopper 2 to your Travler using either 1 or 2 coax
lines from the Travler. Also, I strongly suggest getting a Hopper 3 not a Hopper 2 instead. The
H3 has 16 tuners while the H2 only has 3 â€” and an H3 is a hell of a lot faster. However,
connecting an H3 to a Travler is a little different:. I am looking to connect I believe its two King
Dish Tailgater Pro, I know one is this Antenna the other I would need to confirm but know there
are only two outputs on it assuming receiver 1 and receiver 2 output. Seeing as I am afraid of
heights, is there a permanent one-size-fits-all solution? Would like to upgrade to something that
would allow to us to record one maybe two other channels beside what we are watching. We are
currently an RV account. What would be recommended as far as the receiver and best place to
purchase? Chuck, I have a similar setup in my rig, with a Hopper 3 and 3 additional wirelss
joeys. I had it set up just the way Tom rec. Works well, only thing I would say is you should
unplug your Hopper when driving apparently the internal disc can get damaged. Let me know if
you wish to speak further on this. Thanks, Would like to speak to someone who actually has it
installed. We are presently located on Texas â€” Central time zone. I have that part of the
system up and working just fine. But I am also trying to mimic your tripod install by installing a
So far I have had no success with that part of the setup. Do you have to change any hopper 3
settings when you switch between the two antenna sources? My problem could also be dish
pointing since I am trying to use a cheap meter. I have never been able to get the meter to
register any signal strength at all. Any thoughts? OK, done. Just to be clear â€” no settings
changes on the Hopper 3 are needed when switching between the two sources. My cheap meter
is getting power from the hopper so I take that as confirmation that my AB switch is good.
Thanks again. Tom â€” sorry for all the noob questions. I purchased my equipment from Solid
Signal and have found them to be less than helpful. Apparently one of my many mistakes was
not activating my Hopper 3 through Solid Signal â€” I went straight to dish for this. Because of
this choice, I am only getting limited tech support basically sales support from SS and of course
Dish is no help since I am a Dish Outdoors customer. I am not convinced that I have the correct
LNB. SS keeps sending me a two-headed LNB. I know your pictures alway show a three-headed
version. From SS web site, I see info that suggests the three head version has been
discontinued. Are they sending me the correct LNB. If this should work, then OK. Otherwise
could you give me a Ebay link to what I really want. I have run the check switch but never seem
to get to a screen that recognizes the configuration that I am trying to use. I get something
about the number of satellites has changed and if I choose to save my screen like yours reports
Node:NC, no switch and reception error. I understand that I still need to repoint the dish and will
do that when my meter arrives next week. Tom â€” I finally whipped it today. All is good. I also
ordered today a tripod setup to use when traveling and my traveler dish on the roof is blocked
by obstructions. Thank you so much for your help. I want to install a H3. I have just two
questions. Is there a particular reason? I like the idea of not having of use the DPH power
inserter because I do a lot of boon docking on solar power. I am concerned that if I have to leave
the power inserter plugged in to my inverter for long periods of time it would use more amps
from my batteries. I was told that the power inserter uses a lot of amp hours. I have not verified
this, but if true, I may prefer to try the not recommended approach if there are no significant
shortcomings to it. You seem to have the most information on this subject on the interweb. Can
you please recommend equipment, parts and correct wiring diagram? Am I able to use a
portable dome antenna for ground antenna with limited service or will it not work with a
hopper? At a minimum while not on the Traveler, I would like to be able to record one station
and view another or record two shows at the same time. I would like to be able to plug the OTA
antenna into the receiver. Does each receiver need to be connected to the roof antenna or just
one? One is in the basement and will probably never be utilized, but I want to make sure the
cables are in place if it is needed. Another one is on the side deck just off the living room, so
can I just piggy back off the living room main location and utilize one receiver for both
locations? Since you have 5 TVs to support, the Hopper 3 is really your only option. Hopper 3
with 2 Joeys 3 TVs. The only thing that will work is an open-faced I think I have this figured out.
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